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in this way. And I should regard it as likely that he
received it for some unknown reason (and in some unknown
sense) at an early period of his life, and that its interpretation
in the traditional sense was an afterthought, which may
indeed go back to his own time."

H. F. AMEDROZ.

THE NEPALESE NAVA DHARMAS AND THEIR CHINESE
TRANSLATIONS.

With the exception of some Sutras, the corresponding
Chinese translations of the Nepalese Nava Dharmas may
be easily found in Nanjio's Catalogue.

Among these exceptions, the Samadhiraja was identified
to be No. 191 in the above-named Catalogue by Dr. "Wogihara,
who contributed many useful notes for the lamented editor
of the Siksasamuccaya, the late Professor Bendall. He had
compared several passages from that Sutra quoted in the
book with its Chinese version.

Of the Gandavyuha, I have had a fortunate opportunity,
through the generosity of the libraries of the Cambridge
University and the Royal Asiatic Society, of copying the
whole Sanskrit text and comparing it with its three Chinese
translations, viz., Nos. 87 (chap, xxxix), 88 (chap, xxxiv), and
89 in the Catalogue. It is my intention to publish it in
the " Bibliotheca Buddhica," Professor Takakusu having
encouraged me to undertake the work of publication to
which Professor S. d'Oldenburg had invited him.

The Dasabhumisvara was translated five times in China.
Besides the four described by Nanjio (Nos. 105, 110, 88,
chap, xxvi, and 89, chap, xxii), there is yet one more version
by Siladharma, who arrived at Chan An 789 A.D., which
is preserved only in the Corean Tripitaka. Two Indian
commentaries (Nos. 1180, 1194) are also existing. In one
of them (No. 1194) the whole text of the Sutra is cited.
I was happy in being able to collate this Sanskrit text from
the two Cambridge MSS., and to find it in complete agree-
ment with the Chinese translations. Thus, only one Sutra,
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664 ASVAGHOSA AND THE GREAT EPICS.

the Tathdgata-guhyaka, in the whole nine holy writings,
remained for a long time without the corresponding Chinese
text being discovered. But I have at last found it in the
Chinese Tripitaka. And it is No. 1027 in Nanjio, where
the Sutra is rendered to the Sri-guhyasamaja-tantraraja

. (rightly, osamaja°), from the transcribed Sanskrit title in the
C'-yuen-lu, fasc. 5, ^ flj - J£ <£ ^ £ 'Jfg ft -
H '•!# H ~ ffl H IL, which is another name of that
Sutra. Some parts of the original text which are not fit
for publication, as Dr. Rajendralala Mitra indicates in his
"Nepalese Buddhist Literature," pp. 261-263, are omitted
in the Chinese. As it is not possible to give here a more
detailed comparison of the original with the translation of
this curious mystic writing, I shall be glad to send a further
communication later on.

K. WATANABE.

Strassburg, April 5th, 1907.

AsVAGHOSA. AND THE GREAT EPICS.

In the fasc. 5 of the Sutralamkara - Sastra (Nanjio,
No. 1182), a collection of didactic stories translated by
Kumarajlva about 405 A.D., there is a passage concerning
both the great epics of India. It runs :—

" Once I have heard that, in the ancient time, a native of
Po-ka-H, ^ jjg Îj (this may be much the same as the
Fo-ko-la, $|t $j| jjj, of Yuan-Chang and I-shing, viz.
modern Bokhara ; see Watters, ' On Yuan Chang,' i,
p. 109), came to Central India. The king of India appointed
him as the headman of a village where many Brahmans
lived. Some of these Brahmans soon became familiar with
him, and expounded to him a book called the Raniayana,
frli J§6 55- They a l s 0 interpreted to him another book, the
Bharata, <§| $|| •fljj. In those books it is taught that if
a man fall on the battlefield he will go to heaven ; that
he who killed himself by leaping into fire will enjoy
heavenly bliss. They describe, then, delights and pleasures
in heaven. As all these were written in skilful and excellent
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